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**Campus Safety Questioned After Shooting**

**HUSA to Hold Peace Rally on Yard at 1 p.m.**

By Laurena Bayne Anderson

Johnstone Campus Center

Johnstone Campus Center, a freshman business major, was shot Friday afternoon in the Anatomy Building.

The General Assembly addressed grievances surrounding the likeness of Cuban revolutionaries.

Today HUSA will hold a peace rally on the Yard at 1 p.m. Students are encouraged to attend and support the peace movement.

The General Assembly discussed proposals from the Howard University Student Association (HUSA) regarding the relationship between the University and the Department of Justice.

The Assembly also reviewed the grievances submitted by members of the campus community.

Grievances include allegations of racial discrimination, unfair treatment, and violations of student rights.

The General Assembly will continue to address these issues and ensure the rights of all students are protected.
### CAMPUS

#### Voices & Views

**Do you think the campus should be gated for safety?**

Brian Jackson, Freshman, Broadcast Journalism

**No, because it is the University that the University serves the role of community to students.**

Mia Hampton, Freshman, Broadcast Journalism

**This because of the essence that has happened that year have been lose people outside the student body.**

Jerome Stanton, Freshman, Scholar of the Mind

**Yes. To keep the students from getting too many people, extraneous and other who are not in the campus area.**

### West Speaks at Howard

**By Amurah Mohley**

National & World Editor

"I came to this beautiful City in order to invite each and every one of you," said religion and philosophy professor Curtis West, a packed Cramton Auditorium on Wednesday.

West, one of the world's most renowned black intellectuals, forgot that as he brought a message of avoiding societal death by embracing social norms and equality.

"Maintaining moral consisten­cy," he said, is the cornerstone of, we are merely surviving being black in America, but leaving a legacy of progress and truly walking with God.

West then went on to list off an array of intellectuals such as Barack and Michelle Obama, John Lewis, and Martin Luther King Jr. The comparison even extended outside the student body, with students from the nation's largest collegiate black newspaper-let alone Howard's student-run newspaper.

"I feel as though Cornell West's forum was a part of the student body," said graduating senior Arbeilla Caldwell. "People who have been in the community around and others who don't belong.

"I feel as though Cornell West's forum was a part of the student body," said graduating senior Arbeilla Caldwell. "People who have been in the community around and others who don't belong.

#### Stolen Projectors Recovered

**By David Johns**

Hilltop Staff Writer

The students responsible for the series of robberies in the School of Business have been apprehended after a search warrant recovered two of the four smart liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors, taken last week.

On Jan. 30, the DC metropolitan police along with Howard University campus police executed three search warrants at a student's apartment. Three Howard University students have been identified and expelled in connection with the theft. The names of the students are not being released pending the ongoing investigation.

While officers are careful not to release any information pertaining to the perpetrator's investigation and what led to the DC Metro police stopping and questioning the warrant, warning to protect that integrity of the need. Howard University Chief of Police Reginald J. Smith maintained that the students were not punished under the pressures of the law.
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Campus Safety Questioned After Shooting

SHOT from A1

A freshman resident in Drew for comment. Reginald Smith, failed to return they needed to leave Drew Hall the courtyard but said they were being too loud and visitation night.

On March 7, 2003, Metropolitan Police reports, while the group

The group of 12 moved into

Georgia Avenue.

Reginald Smith, father of Matthew Grace, who was shot fire shots on Saturday.

Matthew Grace.

Ellis Marsalis considered one of the world's premier jazz patriarchs. He's taught some of the world's most famous musicians. Even formed a few of his own. But with retirement approaching, he didn't want to improvise.

Not when it came to money. We worked with him on ways to make the most of his retirement plan, so money wouldn't sit in the way of his music. After all, musicians don't want to play the violin.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 952-5871.

Campus Safety Questioned After Shooting

I was living their on the journey with my eyes shut up, and they were getting me for the ID. It's without. Then I said I couldn't have been more surprised, Grace said. "I thought see we were there was an investigation being conducted into my was investigation are they doing it March 7, 2003 was waiting for the cab, a dark green mini-van parked and a dreadlocks and missing teeth got up to get close to his minivan, the police officer on duty, when Grace said he was hit by five bullets and grazed by another. "I shouldn't have been considered. He said he felt like the university was unprepared and unable to provide concrete answers. "I'm not satisfied with the meeting, that the university provided that opportunity. In addition to Chambers statement, Grace said both transportation and transit services would be provided to Drew. He also said that the campus's proximity to the Metro's stop made access of the D.C. transportation was available to make sure these events actually occurred.

However, John Grace still refused to believe that the campus is safe, contrary to Swygert statement that it is. Swygert was unavailable for comment on this particular issue. However, Dr. President Chancellor, Dean of Residence Life disagrees. Can the university did not agree to contact the family. "It's unfortunate you had the best of this impractical and you made sure to address the individual's concerns and offer extra support," Chambers said. "Most people want to have an opportunity to speak to someone and I believe that the university provided that opportunity."

University spokesperson, Pryor said shuttle service to Drew was held by administrators to talk to Drew Hall residents and offer them counseling. "We want to make sure there's an ATM installed in Drew, larger apparatus has to avoid sudden walking late at night to local banks and a smaller stop in Drew."

University spokesperson, Pryor said there should be an ATM installed in Drew by tomorrow. So pick a lane where there is no rush, and ride Metro for fun.

Method Metrorail isn't just for getting to and from work. Take them to ball games, museums, stores, concerts, restaurants, theaters, parks, wherever you want to go. And during those times when Metro isn't full of commuters, peak, daytime, weekends and late night, fares are cheaper.

For more, please visit Metro opens doors at www.metroopensdoors.com or call (800) 367-6887. So pick a lane when there is no rush, and ride Metro for fun.

openeddoors.com
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More Black Families Choose Homeschooling

Conditions of Public School at Root of the Cause

By Amy McLain

Contributing Writer

Unlike most 50-year-olds, Gerunda Hughes doesn't have much of a social life, at least not in the traditional sense of the word. She's too busy, she said, helping her daughter, Christi, with her homework.

"A girl at her school gave Christi a note...I don't want my daughter hanging around people like that. And, there were girls that were going to school without shoes..." she said.

Christi and her husband had just moved to the city from a small town in Alabama, where they had been living for the past few years. They had decided to move to the city for a better education for their daughter, who was in the fourth grade.

The Hugheses had been homeschooling Christi since they moved to the city, and they were happy with the decision. "I'm stuck," she said. "I'm stuck with my request for state and local law enforcement assistance..." said Hughes.

The Hugheses had been homeschooling Christi since they moved to the city, and they were happy with the decision. "I'm stuck," she said. "I'm stuck with my request for state and local law enforcement assistance..." said Hughes.

Christi, who is in the fourth grade, said she enjoyed homeschooling more than going to school. "I don't like school," she said.
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**USA PATRIOT Act Taking Away Basic Rights**

Powers of Anti-Terrorism Act to be Expanded

By Leah Harris and Kevin Roland in The Hilltop Staff Reporters

Post 9/11 policy has brought Americans fear to face new and old detrimental policies and concerns over the Bill of Rights.

The United and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act, was passed by both the House and Senate and signed by the president in the almost record time of one month, which has introduced shock to the millions of how the government will go "to protect" its citizens.

The most pertinent provisions and clauses of the act include:

- **Relaxed restrictions on information sharing between U.S. law enforcement and military officials over suspected terrorists.**
- **Making it illegal to knowingly harbor a terrorist, violators who could be detained for almost record time of one month, has been instrumental to prevent terrorists from escaping.**
- **The government to detain non-U.S. citizens without a court mandate for up to seven days without specific charges.**
- **Allowing law enforcement authorities at the northern border of the United States and Canada to inspect technology and equipment on the U.S. border with Canada.**

Over 1,200 people have already been tested, and an additional 5,000 are investigated. Those persons, who the Bush administration officials are not terrorists, we are still being held, knowingly harbor a terrorist.

Due to terrorist fears, Americans are now more available to abuses by the federal government. The USA PATRIOT Act was enacted to allow federal agencies easy access to personal information.

---

**Back to Africa World Briefs**

Covering the Motherland and Other Lands

The Carnival Time!

San Juan, Puerto Rico - The San Juan Carnaval parade close at dawn on Tuesday after tons of viewers in the streets of his native Brazil.

Under threat from drug gangs that terrorized the last week, the parade competition among 14 national schools took place under its heaviest security at 3,500 army troops were brought in, as well as 50,000 police searching the city.

Saddams: "Let My People Go!

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Saddam Hussein approved the United States of importing fireworks into his country and said Iraq will defeat any attempt to "deliver" more of them at the 92 million dollars.

While Hilltop spokesperson, Ali Jafari called the accusations in Saddam's letter, "And the Troops Keep Coming:"

---

The Queen of the Drum or the sanco school Unidas da Titicaca, Febe Borges, dances in front of the stand in Rio de Janeiro's Sambadome in the second parade night of the season, March 3, 2003.

Santos: "Just Say No...International!

COPERNICUS, Denmark - International governments followed sports federations in supporting the approval of the first global anti-doping code.

The United States, Russia and Australia all pulled out of the competition, saying they would not back the World Anti-Doping Agency's uniform code on the second day of a three-day summit on drugs in sports.

The $500,000 code was to be put up for a vote Wednesday.

The results will be assessed before next year's Athens Olympics.

---

Rape Victim, Age 9, Receives Apology, Credibility

MAMMOET, Nigeria - A 9-year-old Nigerian girl received an apology at a private clinic and was receiving well, a private organization said last Friday.

Nigerian Presidency had said it would not agree to anyone who would infect the family.

The girl's parents have said she was raped in 2003, but authorities there have taken a request to consider the case.

---

Secretary of State Colin Powell reminded about a hot dog with Vice-President Cherie last week.

What a Weekend!

HILLTOP - First meet Ping-Pong diplomacy, then hot dog diplomacy. According to Colin Powell's Office, Powell exchanged planeloaded hot dogs with Beijing's Great Hall of the People last week.

In the Chinese Communist Party leader, nearly welcomed Powell's offer in buy his a hot dog at the streets of his native city.

Pele, who was raised in Sao Paolo, Brazil, and President Bush and formally requested him to be able to come on becoming growing several.

---

Injured Soldiers in Trinidad Club Fire

As last seven people suffered injuries during a promotional display at an outdoor concert in Trinidad, where smoke and flames from the stage flew into the crowd, police and military.

Some of the injuries were life-threatening, authorities say.

---

I think it's a total invasion of privacy because why should they be picking on me and facts are provided by what twenty men have done?" said Marketing major Shelby Eddinger.

Now, this may all seem fictitious for the warm of terror, but most of these provisions include a predicate statement about "suspected terrorist." The definition of suspected terrorist is vague.

Any person of any color, or race, could potentially be a terrorist suspect. That allows the government to go as far as it wishes on what types of activities a suspect may be considered.

It was necessary to have legislation that would give the government to take many of these steps, but what specific evidence that applies to certain terrorist seems.

Now, the game has changed.

---

Horndocs No More!

LOS ANGELES - At least 12 people have applied for a license to open horn dog shops in the past year, but the Horn Dogs No More has yet to receive one.

R. Kennedy's son,Leno, 44, said he planned to charge dog owners $27 per half hour of happiness.

"If dogs can't get what they want, they get cranky - just like people," Leno told reporters.

---

64 Killed in Nigerian Clashes

LAGOS, Nigeria - At least 65 people were shot or hacked to death in clashes between villagers in northeastern Nigeria.

Officials said between 100 and 200 villagers clashed several times in northeastern Nigeria, near the border with Adamawa state. Police said the violence was sparked by villagers that arrived after police had killed a breed of dogs in Adamawa with an intention of preventing more attacks.

---

The World News Briefs

Source: Associated Press and Reuters

March 7, 2003

---

The Hilltop A5
Cummings to Speak
Today in Crampton

POLICY from A2

changes:('

The Banner system is
designed for use by resi
dents in the University's
dormitories. The system is
certainly required to create an
additional (manual) aspect
for modules including cate
gories used within the integra
tion of Banner, affecting the
additional tracking of employ
tment, condolences, and campus
involvement," Chamber said.
These changes give the
University the opportunity to use
everyone in Banner so that
everything that the University
wants to be controlled and
available on a network,"
Chamber said.
Residence Life has
promptly adopted the
changes in the new housing pro
cess," Chambers said. "We
mentioned the point system used to
produce the ranking of student
housing options.

Cornell West Speaks on Campus Wednesday

WEST from A2

"This is a day of truth and
plains, " said West.
"If you don't want the truth to
be spoken, you don't want the
truth to be known,"

March 7, 2003

agencies to report inappropriate
behavior, and are going to
be used to train the staff on
how to handle these cases.

residence that is
being used by the administra
tion to address the perfor
mance of the housing options.

The Hilltop

The Hilltop
Auto Sales Wane, Production to Slow

U.S. auto makers will try to squelch sagging sales with better floor plans and high energy prices while the industry's technology knows that consumer nervousness about fuel costs is a problem. By March 2003, the auto industry has acknowledged that consumer nervousness for a sixth of total U.S. retail sales. By increasing no-interest financing and other manufacturing sector from a more painful strong performance a year earlier, since October.

Crossover Vehicles: Keep Drivers Buying SUVs; Disguise and Paste Various Cars, SUVs and Trucks

The Chrysler Pacifica, which bits into the vehicle's load-carrying capacity and appears like a truck-car, with the floor frame unit. Typically, this leads to a lighter government testing hasn't been done last year from 2001. According to other publishers' Web sites, broaden technology to sell and deliver ads on search. Technology to other companies, in part.

Pricing Spin: Out Copies of DVD Distributed for Oscar Balloting

By Anna Wu, Matt Matasar, The Wall Street Journal 

The last week, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment is sending out copies of a few films in DVD format to the major studios. The movies were never consulted. "We're getting the most spectacular product that is superior to typical bootlegs. Many films show up in pirated versions. But the screeners have provided pirates with a simple, ready-made copy. In DVD format, movies can be heard coughing to theater prints or a film. The apparent triumph of Oscar over business sense is striking. Hollywood is currently investigating the inclusion of Oscar winners in DVD format. Piracy may have.

Uncle Sam\'s Want Ads Don't Want You All of You

By Rema J. Domenech, The Wall Street Journal

Regardless of your intentions, the Pentagon is still hiring. Uncle Sam\'s want ads don't want anyone at all. But despite the record number of applicants, the defense agencies aren't demanding the best and brightest. The apparent triumph of Oscar over business sense is striking. Hollywood. The problem is that the Oscar screeners have been a simple, ready-made copy. In DVD format, movies can be heard coughing to theater prints or a film. The apparent triumph of Oscar over business sense is striking. Hollywood is currently investigating the inclusion of Oscar winners in DVD format. Piracy may have.
Josef Sawyer, Miyanda Jackson to Lead The Hilltop Next Year

HILLTOP from A2

Hilltop news has a prestigious tradition. With today's edition, the newspaper welcomes its first female editor-in-chief. Josef Sawyer, 20, from Maryland, is thrilled at the opportunity to lead the newspaper as editor-in-chief. "I am so excited to be able to make a difference and work towards improving the quality of our paper," Sawyer said.

Sawyer has a background in journalism and has been working on the Hilltop staff for the past two years. "I have been involved in all aspects of the newspaper, from writing to editing," Sawyer said. "I am looking forward to leading the newspaper into new directions and making it a true reflection of the community we serve."

Current Editor-in-Chief, Lauren Bayne Anderson and Editor-in-Chief elect, Josef Sawyer.

The current Hilltop staff congratulates Sawyer on becoming Editor-in-Chief for the 2003-2004 year. From left, Stephanie Crouch, campus editor, Asha Chaney, Friday managing editor, Sawyer, David Johns, staff writer and Bernard Murray, Friday sports editor.

Current Editorial Staff

Sawyer and Jackson will work well together.
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Students Walk Out of Class to Protest the War in Iraq

HUSA president Cornell Wilson took the microphone, leading another chant: "When do we want it? Now!" He added: "We need to get it together. Howard." He continued: "Students are afraid that they will be deported for protesting," she said. "I'm curious to see what people have to say." Students were gathered out of curiosity. Madelin Young led the black student body to think for itself and other similar organizations. Former HUSA president Amos Howard addressed the issue of money being taken from educational institutions to fund the military. "It doesn't stop here," she said, encouraging students to stay active by joining Amnesty and other similar organizations. Cassie Barney of Ultras remembered the need to look at the war in a global context. "I know when I came here to Howard University, I'm speaking to the whole world." Those who attended were pleased and excited by the walkout. "I was glad to see so many Howard students standing in solidarity and expressing their political beliefs," said former HUSA vice president Alex Dixon. Former HUSA president Stephanie Brown appreciated the event for the information presented. "I think those who came out were well-informed and realized why we don't want this war," she said. "You have a lot of talk on campuses," she explained. "You didn't have political science at Howard." The lack of communication between the student body and the general election committee was another topic discussed. "Last week the School of Business scheduled a Speak Out at the same time as HUSA and Undergraduate Student Speak Outs," Lockett said. "This lack of communication between the local and the General Assembly also discussed the revisions to the current Constitution as well as the Blue Task, which was held last month. Each of these items will be discussed further at the Mar. 26 General Assembly meeting.

Howard Delicateans is Now Providing Tax Preparation Service

2612 Georgia Avenue, NW
(Across from HU School of Business)

Walk in or call to make an appointment today!
(202) 332-5747

Tax Preparation Services are Reviewed by a CPA from TSC Enterprises

Visit TSC Enterprises on the Web at www.1040.com/tsc

TSC Enterprises Specializes in:

- Rapid Refunds
- Electronic Filing
- Individual Returns
- Small Business Returns
CONGRATULATIONS TO:
RON WILLIAMSON – MEAC PLAYER OF THE YEAR
(First HU Men’s Player since Larry Springs in ’81-’82)
- COURTNEY KIRK – ALL-MEAC TEAM
- ASIA PETTY – ALL-MEAC 2ND TEAM
BEST WISHES TO WOMEN’S & MEN’S BASKETBALL
@ the MEAC Tournament, Mar. 10-15

CHECK OUT the MEAC Tournament Web site: www.meachtournament.org
Order your MEAC Tournament Tickets: www.ticketmaster.com/artist/8563157 OR Call 202-432-SEAT

MEN’S & WOMEN’S

TENNIS

vs. UMES, SUNDAY, MAR. 9 @ NOON
@ HOME – Banneker Courts on Georgia Ave.

AND BEST WISHES TO THE MEN TODAY @ George Washington U.

BEST WISHES TO WOMEN’S SOFTBALL

@ the Hampton Tournament, Mar. 7-9

HAVE YOU PICKED UP THE HOTTEST CD ON CAMPUS!!

"Traditional Songs of the
HU Showtime Marching Band" is NOW on sale.
Simply go to The Howard Center (above the HU Bookstore), 2225 Georgia Ave., NW, Suite 901.
Cash, checks or credit cards accepted. You can also order by phone at (202) 238-2340.
Supplies are limited and the price is only $15.

ALSO, NOW ON SALE AT THE HU BOOKSTORE
Proceeds benefit the Marching Band through the Bison Express.

Fifty Things You Can Talk to a Counselor About:
School work/grades, Having a baby,
Stress, Procrastination, Getting motivated,
Decision about a major, Filing in,
Getting along with people from other cultures,
Adjustment to the University, Concentration, Memory,
Birth control, Relationship with friends,
Relationship with roommates, Relationship with romantic partner, Relationship with parents, Relationship with family, Parenting issues, Sexual concerns,
Gay/lesbian issues, Snoring, Being assertive, Self-esteem,
Self-confidence, Learning disability, Depression, Anxieties, Fears, Worries, Harassment,
Irritable feelings, Anger, Hostility, Physical problems, Eating problems, Alcohol,
Work issues, Loneliness, Homeliness, Suicidal feelings, Suicidal behavior,
Death of a significant person, Finances, Incest, Sexual abuse, Rape, Sexual assault, Date rape, Threat of violence, Brandishing a firearm,
Stalking, Drugs, Smoking, AIDS, Pregnancy, Abortion, Winning the lottery, Getting married, Getting divorced, Being adopted,

Division of Student Affairs
C.B. Powell Bldg.
6th and Bryant Streets, N.W.
(202) 806-6870
March 2003
Sports

When Silence Is Too Loud

By Bernard Murray

Given the stage that athletes perform on, it is expected to maintain the status quo regardless of personal beliefs. However, there are those who understand the spiritual and political positions of people who feel as he.

Craig Hodges is a political activist and former professional basketball player. After retiring, he joined a protest in 1996. Hodges took the walk to the White House to make a statement.

Hodges went against the norm and was doubly wrong. He was despised in his day. He recognized people further than he, who faced the right to protest the registration of blacks in Mississippi.

The president of CBS Sports, Sean McManus, said that individuals who would take prominence over any other situation with a story to portray, was the right to realize the registration of blacks in Mississippi.

Only three of these stations were more than 50 years old. These stations may have been ovenharmful, but now that their actions are exposed, they have become part of the flag. They are no longer part of the flag. They have destroyed the flag and confronted Smith against America.

It wasn't until her game that Nancy Lagen was packed with fun and that King Point last Feb. 65 that her protest gained her intentions and her 250-word statement explained her position.

In media and sports, there are those who exploit this idea to turn 90 degrees after seeing. They are becoming more sophisticated systems.

The student government at Mount St. Mary's College set up a minority group called the NCAA Against American Studies major from Buffalo and in one of the centers on the basketball team. But that's only his part of the story. His part is not bad.
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"American Africans should use their influence in America to better African Americans," Arizin said. "We blacks are being paid millions to remain in a day's state and question policies and we need to start looking at the situation and move in to help us instead of being against us."
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"I've come to terms with myself. I've come to terms with myself. I've come to terms with myself. I've come to terms with myself."

Craig Hodges is a political activist and former professional basketball player. After retiring, he joined a protest in 1996. Hodges took the walk to the White House to make a statement.

Hodges went against the norm and was doubly wrong. He was despised in his day. He recognized people further than he, who faced the right to protest the registration of blacks in Mississippi.

Only three of these stations were more than 50 years old. These stations may have been ovenharmful, but now that their actions are exposed, they have become part of the flag. They are no longer part of the flag. They have destroyed the flag and confronted Smith against America.
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SPORTS

Too Close: Delaware State and Howard

By Soraya McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer

Monday night the Delaware State Hornets defeated the Bison men's basketball team in a 59-58 conference decision at Burr Gymnasium. The Hornets (9-17 overall, 4-8 MEAC), led by junior guard Miles Upson (21 points, 11 rebounds), handed the Bison (11-15 overall, 4-8 MEAC) their second loss in the last seven games.

Critical to the Hornets' win was their limited physical defense, which effectively shut down most offensive contributions from senior guard and MSG Player of the Year Ron Williamson. He had only one point at the half of the game.

I thought our kids did an excellent job of making him (Williamson) work for the ball... we wanted to limit him to 30 more than 30 points a half," said Delaware State Coach Greg Jackson, who has uncovered the secret to defending Williamson. The senior averaged 25 points per game prior to Monday's game and scored only 10 points in a 67-58 loss this season.

The game started with both teams struggling to find a clear offensive rhythm; neither scored a field goal until nearly five minutes into the game when a lay-up from senior forward Seye Aluko brought the score to 1-3.
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By Jamillah Hodges

"Pornography is far more than just entertainment, it's a celebration of casual sex in a realm of a fantasy world.

According to www.st.FRANCE.com, 
"Pornography is far more than just entertainment. It's a celebration of casual sex in a realm of a fantasy world. This fantasy world is very dangerous because it gives up titles for guidelines for sex.

The guidelines that pornography has set are all based on scientific inaccuracies about human nature and response," the site continues. 
"The new guidelines for sexual fulfilment according to porn are sex anywhere, anytime, with anybody, a good thing."

The official rules for filming pornography were set forth by President Bush:

One: Producers and directors are no longer to show any material that depicts a female model that appears to be suffering "unwholesome or pain.

Two: Food can no longer be used as a sexual subject (such as carrots, cucumbers, and bananas).

Three: Drills cannot be used.

Four: No wax-wrapping. 

Five: Sex in coffee is forbidden.

Six: Urination on camera is forbidden.

Seven: No male/male penetration.

Eight: Recreation and nudity.

Nine: No freezing (putting your foot inside of a person), "anti-porn site," "masturbation toys," or spitting on saliva passed mouth to mouth.

Ten: No adult-age incest (includes a college male being/create by a middle-aged woman).

Twelve: No black men and white women themes.

And a prohibition on the anti-seen obligatory facial "money shot," in which a male performer ejaculates on the face of the female performer. But it's fine to allow the male model to ejaculate on the female model as long as "the shot is not nasty.

But for those on the inside, it's nowhere near that simple. Since none of these rules have been broken on television or in a mainstream cable show, such as the ones below.

Porn star Asia Carreras (above) bases her stage name off of Hollywood actress Tia Carrera, a common practice in the porn industry.

One disadvantage for fraternity life depends on stipulations set forth by the national and national committees that oversee each organization. One difference between HBCUs such as Howard University and those chapters on other campuses would be the guide.

The brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, one of the "divine" nine black fraternities and sororities, at last year's step show.

The definition varies from person to person and television station to television station.

What Pornography is and What it Isn't

By Jamillah Hodges
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The brothers of Sigma Chi Omega (above) are airing their "pledge" segment on the music videoeria network.

What Pornography is and What it Isn't

Blowing the whistle on the culture of pornography for more than 10 years, there were 713 million rentals of hard-core sex films. Porn is a $10 billion industry -- $4 billion of that in explicit video sales, which have links to corporate parents like General Motors and AT&T.

These facts show how the culture of pornography is slowly bleeding with every porn culture. Today, it's unlikely that a young teenage boy can see a hint of nudity even in a Sears catalog. These images can be seen anywhere from TV to the schools.

For example, the Abercrombie and Fitch magazine featured a same-sex kissing between two girls. Clearly, porn is a part of American culture, as much as it is for some people to believe: this statement. They fled to the polls with the guidelines, but with such a broad definition, the porn industry and its depiction on network television will only grow. Soon, there will be a lot more lamer butts on television.

"White people don't join organizations like this. They just do it because it's something to do while in school," Bickerstaff said. He said this is why many organizations are forced to graduate schools. Howard mandates that all MIPs be completed before

Fraternities and Sororities, Black and White

The brothers of Sigma Chi Omega (above) are airing their "pledge" segment on the music videoeria network.
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Three Designers Dress to Success

By Crystal D. Tate
Contributing Writer

With so many fashion designers on the market, finding the talent that matters can be a daunting task. Geavonnie McCall, Shawn Webb, and Dave Hucks have all come up with fashion labels that are slowly emerging from the Underworld.

With the innovative Ozarka Company & Marques Marquez created by Dave Hucks and the Ozarka Originals line by Shawn Webb, the creative world has come up with fashion labels that are slowly emerging from the Underworld.

Peekaso, and Dave Hucks, have come up with fashion labels that are slowly emerging from the Underworld.

Hucks believes he is inspired to wear and produce different clothing. His individual inspiration shows through his techniques of painting pictures and placing real portraits on the apparel as they're produced. The screened images go on both men's and women's clothing, and it can be put on socks, pants, and shirts.

Just because there are already exceptions African American made within the Underworld, doesn't mean we can't create our own. If you enjoy authors such as Oscar Pierce and Nathan McKinley, then the up and coming artist, Geavonnie Frazier's book "Time Out" should interest you and be on the reading list.

"Time Out," a Detriot native, has a talent for creating an intellectual break through his penmanship. The youthful of 10 children, Frazier dedicates some of the proceeds of his book to the fight against breast cancer, in memory of his mother who passed in December 2001.

Frazier has definitely produced a book that people will relate to on more than one level. Frazier's "Time Out" leaves the reader searching for more. It is well developed with layers of giraffe and interest that grab the reader's attention and draws the reader into an unforeseen ending.

"Time Out" is a homogenized description of a male perspective, a male who is inevitably brought to his knees by a women. "Time Out" is not about how one views life—"Time Out" is brought to the reader's attention by a women who sets the foundation for the reader to follow up on the questions of life. Pattie decides to lay her foundation down for a personal life. "Time Out" also focuses on the mentality of the everyday man—"Time Out" is a core of the truth—on how we feel about our lives and changing with every song performed and every lyric, the audience is one with Frazier through his delivery of style at his puts.

"Time Out" is blessed with the sanctification of a women who sets the foundation for the reader to follow up on the questions of life. Pattie decides to lay her foundation down for a personal life. "Time Out" also focuses on the mentality of the everyday man—"Time Out" is a core of the truth—on how we feel about our lives and changing with every song performed and every lyric, the audience is one with Frazier through his delivery of style at his puts.

Frazier notes a couple of the poems are directly related to the story. The poems are very lyrical, heartfelt, and interesting. After reading the biogra- phy of Frazier, a genuine understanding of "Time Out" as well as his writing will be acquired. With his new format of writing and outstanding penmanship, Geavonnie has definitely added a sentimental book to break through the preconceived approach that the reader responds, "It is hard to give it a name because there are no limitations to it. It's life, art, expressions, feelings, it's a gallery for the mind." When discussing the positive and negative aspects of the business, Frazier asserts, "Although there's sometimes a struggle, you have to go through the struggle to get a price."

Frazier and Peckaso feel the smiles and appreciation of customers means great people and the opportunity to pursue their dreams definitively outweigh the ups and downs feelings, the reality of not knowing what's going to happen next, and the strong competition.

The three men feel clothing is the "vehicle to do things worldwide," it makes everything worth it, even the negativity. And they always find that their clothing have been successful and they have always wanted to make another because of the unity they have created. Their hopes for the future consist of expanding their every article of clothing like it is the last, and designing for the love and appreciation of customers, and not for the money; their future aspirations are sure to come true.

Book Review: "Time Out"

Shakies Adom
Hilltop Staff Writer

Frazier notes a couple of the poems are directly related to the story. The poems are very lyrical, heartfelt, and interesting. After reading the biography of Frazier, a genuine understanding of "Time Out" as well as his writing will be acquired. With his new format of writing and outstanding penmanship, Geavonnie has definitely added a sentimental book to break through the preconceived approach that the reader responds, "It is hard to give it a name because there are no limitations to it. It's life, art, expressions, feelings, it's a gallery for the mind." When discussing the positive and negative aspects of the business, Frazier asserts, "Although there's sometimes a struggle, you have to go through the struggle to get a price."

Frazier and Peckaso feel the smiles and appreciation of customers means great people and the opportunity to pursue their dreams definitively outweigh the ups and downs feelings, the reality of not knowing what's going to happen next, and the strong competition.

The three men feel clothing is the "vehicle to do things worldwide," it makes everything worth it, even the negativity. And they always find that their clothing have been successful and they have always wanted to make another because of the unity they have created. Their hopes for the future consist of expanding their every article of clothing like it is the last, and designing for the love and appreciation of customers, and not for the money; their future aspirations are sure to come true.

Raw Music, Educated Minds

By Jarred Green
Contributing Writer

The Hilltop's new book by first-time author Georgannie Frazier is a book steeped in the tradition of authors like Oliver Type and Lynn Harris. The reality of the Underworld is hard to get back to having fun," Polly says, who was thinking that he was heading in the Army.

Polly says what separates them from other labels, is the diversity of artists. The continent is looking for means to address the business side of the music industry as well as new passionate artists. While Polly runs his record company, he is also in enrollment in Howard's graduate program in Education Administration and Policy, and is currently in the Howard administration building. Polly is an artist in a variety of music, and the label's new numbers are shown with the name of the group by the name of the group. Terry is the driving force behind the label, and he is responsible for booking and promoting the label and its artists. Sisat is also in Polly's, Terry's own store that runs with his name in the company.

Go to www. raincheck.com for more info

Raw Sounds is run and operated by Tunde Rome and Howard graduate student Aaron Polly. "At a certain point," Terry, who is a part of putting together the group filled with the heart and soul of hip-hop. To experience one of their shows is somewhat special, but every song performed and every lyric, the audience is one with Frazier through his delivery of style at his puts.

The six impressive musical talents bring something special to the table, which allows them to create a unique style and sound. What makes Raw Dialect so impressive is that they're not just hip-hop artists but they are students of hip-hop. The group has studied various flows of hip-hop music since its early days of Sugar Hill.

The group was formed in 1996. Three of the group members, J.21, Rainman, and Tone Rome grew up together. Darjah, T. Rock, and Sweets met Tone during their undergraduate studies at Tuskegee University in Alabama. Darjah attended Howard University as a part of Howard's graduate program in Education Administration and Policy, and is currently in the Howard administration building. Polly is an artist in a variety of music, and the label's new numbers are shown with the name of the group by the name of the group. Terry is the driving force behind the label, and he is responsible for booking and promoting the label and its artists. Sisat is also in Polly's, Terry's own store that runs with his name in the company.
General Elections A Flop

The polls in the School of Business were barely open at 8 a.m. when students started lining up to vote. By 9 a.m., the line stretched all the way to the next building.

The line was also long in the College of Arts and Sciences, where students waited hours to cast their ballots.

Election Chair Corey Coleman said the turnout was lower than expected.

"We had a strong showing in the morning, but it tapered off in the afternoon," Coleman said. "We're hoping to see a spike in the evening, but we'll have to wait and see."
More Flyers, More Votes?

In light of recent reports on campaign spending for elections here at Howard, we feel it is necessary to address this issue. The National Election Commission has been responding to an excess of four thousand complaints in the past three years. Of these, others have been working with four hundred dollar budgets, andgenerally have the notion that they have no chance of winning. It is known that these groups are often supported by foreign donors, but that there is not enough data on the financial resources of candidates. So, far, the campaign activities that.were under investigation by the National Election Commission, have not caused any major problems.

Nevertheless, we should not wait until it does. Candidates have raised various different debts, including receiving donations and spending out-of-pocket. They saw this money for flyers, handbills, personal garnishing, and any fees they have incurred.

In our opinion, this is a candidate is able to raise funds that enthusiastically agreed those of other candidates; it is possible more likely to win the election. Film of some were arrestful since we know that not everyone has the same amount of money for flyers, handbills, personal garnishing, and any fees they have incurred.

Political Activism at HU

When the Mecca of black students is selected, and the decision of what political activity is to be made, it is important to<br />
acknowledge the power of black students. It is by no means a coincidence that black students often have the<br />
most support for candidates who are serious about making our voice heard. The most successful black students are those that have the potential to be student government leaders. The most effective way to make money is to be on campaign, to find something that can be sold to the General Assembly in order to ensure fairness in<br />
future elections.

Our View: 

There should be a campaign finance reform in order to assure fairness in campaign spending.
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With this strategy, a single one being the absolutely with which Howard could avoid to mediate economic disadvantages that plague the real world. Attempting to encourage student leaders to prepare you for the real world, I am attempting to vent some of the issues plaguing the Howard student body. I am so grateful to the Hilltop office for allowing me to share my experiences with those who read the hilltop. I hope the Hilltop will take it with a grain of salt.

David Johnso
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are due, paid in full, the Tuesday and Friday before publication date. Announcements by campus organizations for meetings, seminars or non-profit are charged $5 for the first 20 words and $1 for every additional five words. Individuals advertising for the purpose of announcing a service, buying or selling are charged as local companies with a rate of $10 for first 20 words and $2 for every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the first 10 words and $1 for every additional 5 words.

Announcements

The Lion of Alpha Chapter, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. presents "Black Men Appreciation Day" 7-8PM Wednesday, March 12, 2003 Hill Center Restaurant

The Ancient and Noble Order of the Defender Fraternity I, Inc.

The Feathers of The Kemetic Eligmaic Fraternity

Have you ever wondered why there are so many fraternities on campus?

Well wonder no more.

The Ancient and Noble Shemnu Society have come to open the door to the Brothers’ Community.

Find out all the interesting events in the familiar Blacksock Next Tuesday, March 18th beginning at 7:00 pm to participate in the tradition and rich heritage of Shemnu-Hers’ inaugural

INTEREST MEETING

Any Campus police doing there’s your voice your email in the studio Auditors in the Audience- Captain Connections Also come check out the internet

P.O. Box 855
Hill Center Station
Washington, DC 20044

F.R.E., A.
March 8th, 10:30 am or WHUT-
TV Question? Call 864-3126 or email
tajbookservices.com

Florida Resident 2002
Kennen Club St. Louis, MO
$40
Call 202-722-0701

$20
Being supervised by
beautiful women in Becoming
King of the Ivy League

I love

HILLTOPICS

Classifieds with Ad-indes!

(202) 806-4749

SPRING BREAK 2003 is now sponsored by Student Express. Contact, Stuart, Morris, Schellenberger, South Points, Las Vegas, Florida, and Baltimore for more on student travel are coming soon!

CUSTOM AND HILLTOPICS want to give our organization, your business, a "on" a computer science major with

"Like What You See?"

This is it... things will change when you do it.

For Sale

2003 Honda Civic

"Do It Way Big!"

"I can’t stop talking about this year’s Senior pageant..."

Congratulations Miyinnda!!!!

It seems like yesterday I was in your same shoes, meeting high expectations for your future... I’ll help you pick up the slack if you need it.

I love you.

"We’re never a man who wasn’t working. We live where you live."

8th Annual Mid-Atlantic Distinguished Business Conference

March 22, 2003

In the

Blackburn Center from 9:30am-6:00pm

Workshops & Fashion Show Cost $2000 / students $1000

Free public address by Inaas W. Doree Mohamud

entitled: "Securing Our Share of this Material World-Purifying Our Economic Obligations"

Tickets sold in Campus Audubon

All are invited to participate

The Hilltop

March 7, 2003

Spring Break

For Sale (cont.)

WANT TO GET AWAY? Well Let’s Help You! Offering the lowest rates in Atlanta, the Caribbean, Asia, Europe, and vacation packages all over the world with a travel travel agency, speak with English, Spanish, French, Spanish and we will understand when you’re hit to go. Call Your Travel Nerd! Call Your Travel Agent! Today! (202) 231-8190 or email tyra@er.com

Hilltop Business

Where you're business, our business.

SPRING BREAK: Cozumel, Acapulco, Barbados, Montego Bay, Jamaica, Florida, and Bermuda for more on student travel are coming soon!
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